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About This Game

A fast red airplane is your transport as you fly at high speed through a landscape of mountains and suburbs, the ocean, a ranch
and more. Don your Oculus Rift headset and pilot the plane with an Oculus Touch controller (designed to be played sitting
down!) avoiding all obstacles and collecting fuel tokens to fly as far as you can. We wish you good flying and an exciting

journey!

* Thrilling endless-flyer gameplay
* Colorful, low-poly graphics

* Play with Oculus Touch
* Exciting in-game music

* Make it to the top of the Steam global Leaderboard
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DLC is broken lol dont buy. Love this feeling that actually you can move around the table (or rotate the table to be more
precise). Just imagine that you have this game with AR support and you can adjust your table in living room to a railroad
heaven.. I understand that the game is trying to tell a story with dark humor and twisted world.
However, it is just trial and error, when everything other than the only correct choice equal to a bad ending.
The dark humor and twisted world only makes it worst, since they make the story and choices illogical in most cases. Therefore,
there isn't any clue to which will be the "correct choice." (To be honest, there shouldn't be only one correct choice in visual
novel in the first place.)

All of these makes this game into just a work of trial and error. It doesn't worth a single penny imo.. It's a great game to play
with friends or familly.. Toonstruck is a hidden gem between the many point-and-click adventures of the 90's. The game was
delivered almost two years too late, with a development cost of over 8 million. Sadly, the game underperformed in sales thanks
to bad marketing and -in executive producer David Bishop's words- "the worst packaging I've ever seen".

Despite all this, the game was positively reviewed by critics, which is how I found out about it. Back around 1999-2000 (I was
9-10) I got a hold of a collection of old gaming magazines dating between 1995-1998. And I would peruse these papers near
daily, I loved the screenshots and imagery, even the ads. Next to point-and-click adventures like "The Neverhood" "Leisure Suit
Larry 7" and "Discworld" there was Toonstruck, which really did stand out to me at the time. I loved cartoons, I loved Roger
Rabbit/Looney Tunes/Disney, so I loved the idea of this game. Even for 1999 this still felt like some kind of technical marvel.
But games were expensive for a kid like me, and I never got to actually try most of these.

Flash forward, about 11 years into the future. I built my then new monster PC rig (which I still use at this time of writing) only
to dig these magazines back up...to then play DOS games on it through DOSbox. Toonstruck was the first game I thought of,
and I marathonned it start to finish in about 3 evenings. The game had an open ending due to content being cut, but even with
that I wasn't dissapointed. It's a great ride with fun dialogue, great visuals, top-notch voiceacting, and a lot of clever references
and jokes. The S&M barn scenario has never left my memory! (for better or worse) All the cut content was being kept seperate
for a sequel (you can see some of it in the trailer, like the Van Gogh bit) but this never came to pass. The rights to the game
became seperated, and are to this day still lost in limbo. There is still a small glimmer of hope left, since old devs behind the
game ARE willing to get the second game off the ground. IF enough people are interested. But with Christopher Lloyd's old age,
and Tim Curry suffering a stroke back in 2012 which he is still recovering from...I wonder if this should be done at all. I feel it's
all just a little too late...

The puzzles can seem a bit hard at times, but if you keep looking patiently you will always reach that "eureka" moment. At
which point you're usually rewarded with a cutscene or some kind of fun interaction. I love this stuff. Once the game appeared
on steam I immediately grabbed it (incidentally I also owned it on gog.com but I forgot about it). The game is being run through
ScummVM and it does a fair enough job, I just wish I could run it in a window like I do with most of my games nowadays.

As an extra note, I was a bit confused with the controls of the game. All the basic gameplay can be done by simply using the
mouse. But saving was a bit of a mystery and it took some googling. So here's the extra bit you need;

F1: Options screen
F5: Save menu
F6: Load menu
M: Music on/off
S: Sound effects on/off
D: Dialogue on/off
T: Text on/off

Hope this helps!. classic game, first time played it more than a decade ago when we still had gaming magazines that included
demos on CD's
loved the game back then as a kid and i finally got around to playing it as a whole game, it did not disappoint me

game is a masterpiece of its time.. too much xd. DOSH! Spend it while you can! Twelve cents per model with the 75% sale.
Yes, I have a Steam purchasing addiction.. THIS GAME IS NOTHING like the trailers. got some spare money? looking for a
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good strategy game or something? don't chose this, art is clunky at best, bad translations, horrible gameplay mechanics (just
spam 2 win) it really just sucks at everything it tries to acheive, writing this to stop anyone else fall into the same pit fall is me.
Go buy anything please, waste of \u00a34.
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Great looking camos, as always; the quality of the texture work is top-notch.. I did not pay full price for this game, I got this in a
bundle.

It's a 2D fun dungeon crawler where instead of being the hero you are bad guy, a goblin who can ninja up walls and throw
bombs. There are tons of puzzles but some aren't needed to finish a level.
It sort of gives you a choice when you play; 1 play through the levels ignoring puzzles and the hard stuff or 2 100% everything
and try not to rage.

btw: you will die.....alot.... get use to it ....... gonna happen ........ deal

on the 5th level maybe died about 50 times already from bombs, falls, knights, boulders, boxes

get it on sale you won't regret it. This game is the very first experience I had in my life where I actually felt like a ♥♥♥♥ing
wizard. It was the first VR game I've ever tried and that was because it was free (surprise surprise). The first time I felt the
haptic feedback in my controller when I formed a fireball, I geeked out like a child for the first time in I-don't-know-how-long.
Aldin Dynamics has a new lifelong fan.. Chun li as the bird is the word!. Pros:
- music
- decent amount of levels
- although there are not many mechanics, most puzzle feel unique through clever design

Cons:
- I preferred the sweet retro style from the 1st one
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